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The concept on which we would like to shape our collaboration is the ritual. 
A ritual is a sequence of acts performed following codified steps. It has always been a tool to maintain the                    
identity of a specific community. Ritual is the mystical place where humans reach the cosmos through                
specific tools and set sequences. Myths, numerology, mysticism, symbology, and beliefs: these are all              
aspects that strengthen and complete the procedure of ritual, adding deeper layers of reading. 
Four are the recurrent ritualistic models:  
initiation (birth), rite of passage (puberty), propitiatory rites (war), and funeral (death). 
Through our research we would like to highlight how similarly humans have always tried to connect with the                  
cosmos, even though they used different ways and acts to do so. 
 
We would like to work in the same way: establishing a succession of acts, trying to make the act of painting                     
even more relevant than the result itself: as the importance of every ritual lays in its execution following                  
specific rules and characteristics. Besides, the wall is a material object, whose destiny is decay and                
destruction. Our focus therefore has to shift from that to the act itself. To do so, we would like to paint a                      
series of four murals but instead of realizing them on separate walls we would like to paint each of them on                     
top of the previous. This way we are going to execute a series of murals through a set ritual of painting. This                      
way execution is going to be more relevant than the final result itself.  
 
The choice of the number four is not a coincidence: it represents the number of recurring rituals, and it also                    
represents the foundation, the base of a system. Through this number we would like to establish a system of                   
artistic execution. Establishing categories of elements and subjects to be represented we could visualize the               
relationship between man and cosmos in different eras, starting from the present and reaching back to the                 
primitive stages of life. The aim is to demonstrate how such an ancient language is so readable even                  
nowadays, since a lot of things changed but not the characters of this dualism. To have a codified approach                   
we will index a series of tools that we will use and a plan of action that will enable us to perform different                       
variations of the same theme keeping a strong visual identity. 
 
The output of our creative process will then be:  
• 4 murals, painted on top of each other, resulting in one last mural that will stay and that will be finally                      
destroyed also. 
• A video documentary of the methodology and realization of these murals, from concept, sketching and                
painting itself.  
• an exhibition of finalized artworks and preparatory sketches, along with a video projection of the                
documentary.  
• a limited edition of prints, composed with motifs resulting from our visual research.  
• possibility to design an illustrated booklet summarizing all the project. 


